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          Sustainability intelligence solution for the fashion industry

          The platform for fashion brands and manufacturers to have access to reliable sustainability performances measurements.
Book a demo
        

      

    

    
      
          Measure

          
            
              Access to your sustainability performances in real-time thanks to our end-to-end data automation.

              
                Learn more
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          Engage

          
            
              Connect with your supplier and explore data-driven collaboration opportunities.

              
                Learn more
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          Set target

          
            
              Simulate impact reduction scenarios and set credible short and long-term targets.

              
                Learn more
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          Reduce

          
            
              Leverage granular and accurate data to design more sustainable products and a resilient future for your company

              
                Learn more
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          Report

          
            
              Tools designed to simplify sustainability reporting compliance at product or company level, towards stakeholders, partners, regulators or customers.

              
                Learn more
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        Building the data foundation for the sustainable transition of the fashion industry

        Our solutions leverage technology and science to provide a data infrastructure helping fashion companies control their sustainability data and effectively use them to engage and collaborate with stakeholders across the supply chain.

      

      

      
        
          
              For brands

            
              For manufacturers

            

          
            
              
                
                    Company

                  
                    Product

                  
                    Supply Chain

                  

                
                  
                    A suite to support brands in having a comprehensive and detailed understanding of their sustainability performances and hotspots across multiple levels.
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                        Carbon Footprint

                        A GHG Protocol compliant tool to measure your company's carbon footprint across all three scopes, find out how emissions are distributed across your value chain and track progresses over time.

See all included features
                      

                    

                  

                  
                    A suite to support brands in having a comprehensive and detailed understanding of their sustainability performances and hotspots across multiple levels.
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                        Product LCA

                        Discover the environmental footprint of a product, or of an entire collection, through Life Cycle Assessment.


                        Product iD Card

                        Bring your sustainability communication to the next level, through a phygital experience driven by science.

See all included features
                      

                    

                  

                  
                    A suite to support brands in having a comprehensive and detailed understanding of their sustainability performances and hotspots across multiple levels.
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                        Primary Data Collection

                        Work with primary data to improve the quality of your impact assessments and keep track of your suppliers' progresses.


                        Supplier ESG Management

                        Get access to your suppliers sustainability documentation and their ESG performances with a dedicated data management tool.

See all included features
                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                    COMPANY

                  
                    Product

                  
                    Supply chain

                  

                
                  
                    An industrial sustainability intelligence solution designed to unlock the benefits of sustainable manufacturing.
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                        Carbon Footprint & Resource Efficiency

                        A tool designed to give you full visibility over your resources consumption efficiency and create a direct link with emissions.

See all included features
                      

                    

                  

                  
                    An industrial sustainability intelligence solution designed to unlock the benefits of sustainable manufacturing.
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                        Process LCA

                        Enrich your industrial knowledge with a clear picture of your processes' environmental impact and of the main contribution drivers.


                        Product LCA

                        Build your product environmental impact story through a mix of own and third-party data.


                        Product ID Card

                        Bring your sustainability communication to the next level, through a phygital experience driven by science.

See all included features
                      

                    

                  

                  
                    An industrial sustainability intelligence solution designed to unlock the benefits of sustainable manufacturing.
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                        Primary Data Collection

                        Work with primary data to improve the quality of your impact assessments and keep track of your suppliers' progresses.

See all included features
                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

      

      
        Why fashion companies choose us

        
          [image: ]
            Industry specific software

            Our history is rooted in sustainability and in the fashion supply chain. We know how to navigate their complexities.
Benefits
            	Compliant with current and future regulations
	Tailored algorithms for the highest accuracy of results in the market
	Full suite of tools to support a 360 sustainability strategy
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            Value chain 
integration


            We provide the infrastructure to facilitate a data driven collaboration between Brands and Manufacturers along the value chain. 
Benefits
            	Improved impact assessment accuracy
	Better understanding of supply chain impact and risks
	Facilitate data sharing among business partners
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            End-to-End Data automation

            Streamlined data acquisition (PLM, ERP and other IT systems), instant calculations and export mean more time to build your strategy.
Benefits
            	Save resources dedicate to manual data management
	Real-time access to a broad range of KPIs
	Scale calculations across the whole product range in seconds


          

        

      

    

    
      
        

        Driven by science to ensure the most accurate results

        Our goal is to create the most sophisticated and accurate impact assessment tool accessible to both technical and non-technical users. That's why we use scientific algorithms and propriety data based on international standards.

        
          
            Algorithms

            Our algorithms sit at the intersection of science and technology to ensure the highest level of accuracy and the best user experience. We go beyond the simple automation of impact assessment calculations. We build digital twins of products and processes, leveraging our experience in chemistry, thermodynamics and environmental engineering.
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            Emission factor database 

            When it comes to third-party data, we offer a high-quality LCIA database made of a vetted selection of proprietary data, together with Ecoinvent, Carbonminds, Agribalyse, WEEE LC, Industry Data 2.0 and EF 3.1.

          

        

        

      

    

    
      
        Resources & News
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                    Sustainability

                    Apr 2, 2024

                  

                  Company, Product, Supply Chain: Where to set your priorities?

                  The importance of a holistic approach backed by data tools.
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                    Sustainability

                    Mar 19, 2024

                  

                  How the Use Phase contributes to Clothing Impacts

                  Visually explained on the example of a cotton t-shirt.
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                    Sustainability

                    Mar 5, 2024

                  

                  5 Steps to build a solid Sustainability Strategy today

                  A how-to guide with real client examples and demos.
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                    Sustainability

                    Feb 20, 2024

                  

                  The Complexity of Dyes in the Textile Industry

                  Our technical approach to dye compound-specific impact.

                

              

          

        
Read all
      

    

    
      
        
          About us


          We are born in the fashion industry and we specialize in tech and sustainability. That's why we are able to translate the needs of our clients into innovative tools and science-based solutions to support them daily in their decision-making.
Read more
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            Ready to start?


            LOGINBOOK A DEMO

          

          
            Get in touch with us today to become part of a collaborative ecosystem for a data driven fashion industry.
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SBP Srl

            Viale La Playa 15, 09123 Cagliari, Italy

            IVA 11067270964
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            Subscribe to our newsletter

            
              
              
            

          

        

      

      
        
          Usage TermsPrivacy PolicyCookie Policy
            
                Cookie Settings
              

          

          
            SBP Srl. All rights reserved.
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          Login
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              Login to your brand member area.
LOGIN as a BRAND
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              Login to your manufacturer member area.
LOGIN as a MANUFACTURER
            

          

          

        

      

    

    
    
    
    

    
    
    

    
    
    
  